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A B S T R A C T

The work presented in this paper investigates the ability of continuum damage models to accurately predict
matrix failure and ply splitting. Two continuum damage model approaches are implemented that use different
stress–strain measures. The first approach is based on small-strain increments and the Cauchy stress, while the
second approach account for large deformation kinematics through the use of the Green–Lagrange strain and
the 2nd Piola–Kirchhoff stress. The investigation consists of numerical benchmarks at three different levels: (1)
single element; (2) unidirectional single ply open-hole specimen and (3) open-hole composite laminate coupon.
Finally, the numerically predicted failure modes are compared to experimental failure modes at the coupon
level. It is shown that it is important to account for large deformation kinematics in the constitutive model,
especially when predicting matrix splitting failure modes. It is also shown that continuum damage models that
do not account for large deformation kinematics can easily be adapted to ensure that the damage modes and
failure strength are predicted accurately.
1. Introduction

The aviation sector is moving towards more sustainable and af-
fordable aircraft structures, which requires changes to be made in the
way aircraft structures are designed and manufactured. An example
is the development of a thermoplastic composite fuselage [1,2] that
makes use of new joining techniques such as thermoplastic welding.
Although these new manufacturing techniques reduce the amount of
mechanical fasteners required, they also make the strength of the
structure more reliant on the matrix-dominated failure behavior of
the thermoplastic material [3,4]. With the recent advancements in the
ability to accurately predict composite failure modes, there is now
the opportunity to develop predictive tools to evaluate the strength
and failure behavior of these new structural concepts and fastener-
free joints. However, accurately predicting matrix dominated failure,
in particular ply splitting cracks, still poses a number of difficulties.

Simulating the failure mechanisms in composites using finite ele-
ment analysis [5–9] is generally done through modeling cracks using
either discrete or smeared approaches [10]. Examples of discrete ap-
proaches include the extended finite element method (X-FEM) [11], the
discrete cohesive crack approach [12], and the floating-node method

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: bas.tijs@fokker.com (B.H.A.H. Tijs).

[13]. These methods are capable to predict both the intra- and inter-
laminar damage mechanics with high accuracy, but generally at a high
computational cost.

Maimí et al. [14] showed that cracks can also be represented in a
more diffused manner by using a continuum damage mechanics (CDM)
approach. In this case, crack propagation is represented by a softening
law. Although softening results in a diffused crack unlike the real
physical phenomenon at the micro-scale of the material, CDM provides
an appealing framework to simulate the failure mechanisms at the
meso-scale, as demonstrated by Lopes et al. [15] for various composite
coupon tests in a virtual testing lab environment [16,17].

From experimental observations of matrix-dominated damage in
unnotched [18] and notched composite specimens [19–24], it is ap-
parent that ply splits, and their interaction with delaminations [22]
play an important role in the failure mechanics of composite materials.
To address these difficulties, Lopes et al. [15] extended the CDM
formulation of Maimí et al. [14] to three dimensions and combined it
with several key modeling aspects to allow the appropriate kinematic
simulation of composites. These key modeling aspects include (1) ply-
by-ply modeling using fiber-aligned meshes and directional biasing;
(2) nonlinear shear and mesh size regularization; and (3) an advanced
vailable online 18 October 2022
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element deletion scheme to guarantee solution robustness. Lopes et al.
[15] also demonstrated that fiber-aligned meshes reduce the mesh-
induced direction bias that is a source of mesh dependence in strain
localization models. When fiber-aligned meshes are combined with
large element aspect ratios, the mesh can direct matrix cracks to
grow along the fiber direction, with the additional benefit of reducing
computational cost [16]. However, it was found that rather large aspect
ratios are required to prevent spurious failure modes and to achieve
fully developed ply splits.

The difficulties of predicting ply splits with CDM models was also
investigated by Leone [25], who developed a CDM methodology to
represent the kinematics of matrix cracks in a deformable bulk material
in accordance with the deformation gradient decomposition (DGD)
methodology [25]. Leone [25] showed that CDM models, that do
not account for large deformation kinematics, trigger spurious failure
modes which make it difficult to predict ply splits. The DGD methodol-
ogy, which does account for large deformation kinematics, is able to
overcome this issue. Unfortunately, the use of these advanced CDM
models may also come at a cost, as they generally rely on several
internal convergence loops, for example to (1) search for the correct
through-thickness crack angle; (2) solve nonlinear shear equations;
or (3) achieve convergence in equilibrium between crack and bulk
material displacements. Furthermore, predicting the final failure modes
at the coupon level when many elements are nearly fully damaged
requires special attention to the robustness of the continuum damage
model to prevent unintended termination of the analysis, as addressed
by Lopes et al. [15].

Composites may also exhibit significant nonlinear behavior, espe-
cially in matrix-dominated loading conditions. The nonlinear response
may result from a number of geometrical and material related mecha-
nisms. This includes plasticity in the matrix, fiber/matrix debonding,
damage accumulation and reorientation of the fibers [26]. Lafarie-
Frenot and Touchard [27] compared the in-plane shear behavior of
thermoset versus thermoplastic composites and showed significant loss
in shear stiffness and a nonlinear response for both materials. The
thermoset composites reached shear strain values of approximately
5%, while the thermoplastic matrix showed a much more pronounce
plastic behavior and failed at nearly 15% shear strain. The small degree
of polymer deformation and the more brittle behavior of thermoset
composites compared to thermoplastic composites can also be observed
during interlaminar tests [28]. This is further confirmed by recent SEM
micrographs of mode II interlaminar tests on thermoplastic composites
presented by Tijs et al. [4], which feature significant polymer drawing
out and extensive plastic deformation in the plane of the delamination.

The aim of this study is to investigate the influence of the different
methodologies used in two recent continuum damage models [15,25]
to accurately predict ply splitting, and to propose an efficient method-
ology to improve CDM models for this specific failure mode. This
focus is chosen to improve the methodology for future use in ther-
moplastic composites and conduction welded joints, as this material
will experience much larger deformations within the matrix-dominated
failure modes. As part of the investigation, a dedicated CDM model was
developed to investigate different approaches while keeping the imple-
mentation based on a simple and efficient two-dimensional (2D) failure
criteria. The investigation consists of numerical benchmarks at three
different levels. The implication of using the different approaches are
highlighted at each level and the results are compared to experimental
data. In the next section, the CDM models used herein are briefly
described, followed by the analysis and discussion of the CDM models
at three different levels: (1) single element; (2) unidirectional (UD)
single ply open-hole specimen; and (3) open-hole composite laminate
2

coupon.
2. CDM models

In this section, the different CDM models that are evaluated in this
work are described. The first model, CDM3D [15,16], was developed
in collaboration between IMDEA Materials Institute and Fokker/GKN
Aerospace. The second model, NASA CompDam, is based on DGD [29].
The response of these models is compared to two CDM models specif-
ically designed for this study. The models include approaches from
both the CMD3D and the CompDam models to study (1) the influence
of using small strain increments (CDM-SS) and (2) accounting for
large deformation (CDM-LD) kinematics. All other aspects of the CDM
implementation are the same to ensure that the general response of the
CDM models remain identical. A summary of the different models and
their naming is defined as follows:

• CDM3D: 3D Continuum Damage Model [15,16]
• CompDam: NASA CompDam DGD [29]
• CDM-SS: CDM based on Small Strain increments
• CDM-LD: CDM based on Large Deformation kinematics

CDM3D and CDM-SS are approaches that work well in situations
here local deformations are not large, but they do not account for

arge deformation kinematics, while CompDam and CDM-LD are devel-
oped for geometrically nonlinear analysis. In addition to the aforemen-
tioned models, the Abaqus built-in Hashin model is also compared at
the single element level. However, this model is not evaluated further
as the response is similar to the other CDM models. All analyses were
performed in Abaqus/Explicit [30].

2.1. CDM3D model

The CDM3D model takes into account the three-dimensional (3D)
stress state through the physically-based 3D failure criteria proposed
by Catalanotti et al. [31]. The implementation is described in full detail
by Lopes et al. [15] and is originally based on the work of Maimí
et al. [32] that guarantees the correct energy dissipation for each
fracture mode in a composite material. The laminate compliance tensor,
[𝐻(𝑑𝑀 )], is affected by the damage variables in each orthotropic direc-
ion 𝑑𝑀 (𝑀 = 1±, 2±, 3±, 4, 5, 6), as shown in Fig. 1, and is associated

with the damage evolution laws for each failure mode. Each damage
evolution law is defined by the strength (𝑋𝑡, 𝑋𝑐 , 𝑌𝑡, 𝑌𝑐 , 𝑆𝐿, 𝑆𝑇 ), fracture
oughness (𝐺𝑀 ), and element direction (𝐿 = 1, 2, 3) of the corresponding
ailure mode, respectively in fiber longitudinal tension/compression
Fig. 1a), matrix transverse tension/compression (Fig. 1b), and matrix
hear (Fig. 1c). Out-of-plane tension (𝑀 = 3+) is disabled and ac-
ounted for by the interlaminar model. The shear components follow
lasto-plastic behavior defined by nonlinear relationships based on
xplicit forms of the Ramberg–Osgood law. Fiber failure is implemented
sing a superposition of cohesive laws to represent the different fiber
ailure modes such as fiber breakage, pull-out and kinking as proposed
y Dávila et al. [33].

The corresponding compliance tensor with damage follows the
baqus/Explicit convention and is expressed as:

𝐻(𝑑𝑀 )] =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

1
(1−𝑑1)𝐸1

− 𝜈12
𝐸1

− 𝜈12
𝐸1

0 0 0

− 𝜈12
𝐸1

1
(1−𝑑2)𝐸2

− 𝜈23
𝐸2

0 0 0

− 𝜈12
𝐸1

− 𝜈23
𝐸2

1
(1−𝑑3)𝐸3

0 0 0

0 0 0 1
(1−𝑑6)𝐺12

0 0

0 0 0 0 1
(1−𝑑4)𝐺23

0

0 0 0 0 0 1
(1−𝑑5)𝐺13

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

(1)

An advantage of this approach is that the damage behavior of each
orthotropic direction can be individually defined, but it also requires
correct coupling of damage variables that may influence softening in
a specific direction depending on the crack orientation. Related to this
study, it is important to consider that the stress–strain measure in this

model follows the CDM approach based on small strain increments.
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Fig. 1. CDM3D damage laws: (a) longitudinal tension/compression, (b) transverse tension/compression, (c) in-plane and out-of-plane shear.
Fig. 2. CompDam DGD decomposition of crack and bulk material in a continuum element.
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.2. CompDam model

The CompDam model [29] was developed to accurately represent
he kinematics of composite damage, and in particular for the simu-
ation of matrix cracks formed under tension, compression, and shear
oading conditions. The kinematics of a matrix crack are represented
y treating them as a cohesive crack embedded in a deformable bulk
aterial, and the relative contributions of the crack opening and bulk
eformation are determined in accordance with the DGD methodology.
he method uses additive decomposition of the deformation gradient
ensor into ‘bulk material’ and ‘crack’ components as compared in Fig. 2
o a continuum during shear deformation. In the DGD methodology,
he cohesive displacement-jump vector, 𝜹, represents the deformation
n an embedded cohesive crack. Matrix damage is accounted for in
he embedded cohesive crack, while fiber damage is modeled using
train-softening, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Fiber damage is, as in CDM3D,
ased on superposition of cohesive laws. The shear components follow
lasto-plastic behavior defined by nonlinear relationships based on the
amberg–Osgood law, however, unlike CDM3D, this has to be solved
sing the Newton–Raphson method. The DGD methodology returns a
ingle damage variable (𝑑2) for the softening behavior, which is coupled
ith the 3-direction depending on the crack orientation because the
odel can distinguish between a matrix crack and delamination.

An advantage of the DGD approach is that the damage of the
ontinuum can be directly related to the orientation of the crack
nd mixed-mode conditions can be accurately derived from the crack
pening displacement-jump. A disadvantage is that the methodology
equires internal convergence loops to solve the displacement jumps,
hich may affect computational efficiency and solution robustness.
elated to this study, it is important to consider that the stress–strain
easure in this model accounts for large displacement in geometrically
onlinear problems in Abaqus/Explicit.

.3. CDM-SS and CDM-LD models

The intralaminar CDM models in this study were implemented
hrough a user-defined ‘‘VUMAT’’ subroutine using a numerically ex-
licit integration scheme and are based on the Puck 2D failure crite-
ion [34–36]. The failure criteria provides a closed-form solution for the
3

a

racture plane angle. Since an iterative procedure to determine the frac-
ure plane angle is not required, this methodology is computationally
fficient. The theory classifies lamina failure by Fiber Fracture (FF) and
nter-Fiber-Fracture (IFF), also referred to as fiber and matrix failure,
espectively. Fiber failure in tension and compression follows a simple
aximum stress formulation, while matrix failure is described by three

ailure modes. Failure due to matrix tension and/or in-plane shear is
eferred to as Mode A and results in a fracture plane angle equal to zero.
he fracture angle remains at zero degree during moderate combined

oading in shear and compression, identified as Mode B. As compressive
oads increase, the fracture plane angle increases up to 54 degree in
ure compression. This final fracture mode is identified as Mode C.
he implemented version of the 2D Puck failure criteria follows the
DI-guideline VDI2014, Part 3 [37], which includes weakening of the
atrix strength due to high fiber stresses [36].

After the onset of damage, strain-softening laws are used to damage
he ply for each in-plane failure mode (𝑑1±, 𝑑2±, 𝑑6) as shown in Fig. 1.
oftening in the fiber direction is implemented through the trilinear
oftening law of the CompDam implementation [29]. For matrix failure,
he equations for exponential softening from Maimí et al. [32] are
sed to ensure that the computed dissipated energy is independent of
esh refinement. The maximum element size for each failure mode is

alculated according to the crack band model [38], where the char-
cteristic element length is calculated for a material-aligned meshing
trategy following the modeling approach defined in Falcó et al. [16].
he damage and internal parameters are also used to allow for closure
f transverse cracks under load reversal. Depending on the sign of the
ormal stress, a damage mode can be either activated or disabled.
t is assumed that a tensile matrix crack (Mode A) can be closed in
ompression (Mode B), while shear cracks and cracks with fracture
ngles higher than 0° (Mode C) cannot be closed. Shear damage (𝑑6) is
oupled by both fiber and matrix failure [32] in damaging the stiffness
atrix. Frictional effects are not considered in the model.

Shear nonlinearity in the 1–2 plane is modeled using the Ramberg–
sgood equation based on the CompDam implementation [29], where

he parameters are obtained from fitting experimental in-plane shear
ests. The response is assumed to be plastic until the onset of damage,

fter which the element is damaged following an exponential softening
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Fig. 3. Element deformation of Continuum Damage Model during ply splitting and default local coordinate system in Abaqus/Explicit.
aw that is regularized according to the mode II fracture toughness.
onlinear behavior in other directions is not considered. Finally, an
lement deletion strategy is implemented in order to avoid excessive
lement distortion which may significantly influence the runtime of
he analysis or even crash it. These highly distorted elements generally
xhibit sudden changes in volume that can be detected through the
eterminant of the deformation gradient det(𝐅) [39]. The criteria for

element deletion is adopted from Falcó et al. [16], and is set to be more
strict during very large deformations. For fiber failure, the elements are
deleted once the damage variable becomes nearly one (𝑑1± ≥ 0.99999).
Furthermore, the elements are also deleted if any of the strains becomes
larger than one (|𝜖𝑖| ≥ 1.0(𝑖 = 1, 2); 𝛾𝑖| ≥ 1.0(𝑖 = 12)). Finally, the
elements are also deleted if large volume changes occur (det(𝐅) ≤ 0.4
r det(𝐅) ≥ 4.0). This strategy ensures that elements are only deleted if
hey are highly deformed or damaged and no longer carry any loads,
s early deletion or limiting damage variables might influence the final
ailure modes.

The main difference between the two models presented in this study
s related to the definition of the stress–strain measures and how the
aterial axis rotates during geometrically linear and nonlinear analy-

es. During geometrically nonlinear analyses (NLGEOM=YES) the strain
ncrement given by Abaqus/Explicit follows a co-rotational coordinate
ystem where the material axis is rotated with the element, while for
eometrically linear analyses this is not the case. An example of the
aterial axis rotation during simple shear deformation for both cases is

iven in Fig. 3. The desired element deformation and crack orientation
uring the damaged state is also given. If the strain is derived following
he material rotation in the deformed situation during geometrically
onlinear analyses, then the damaged compliance tensor, as described
n Eq. (1), would also follow this rotation and may cause issues with
ncorrectly defined orientation of the softening directions. The incor-
ectly defined matrix crack orientation due to material axis rotation
ay cause load transfer across matrix cracks, where the strain and/or

otations due to softening and material nonlinearity may become large
nough to invalidate the assumptions inherent to small strain theory.
his can then trigger spurious secondary failure mechanisms such as
iber failure [25].

Both the approach of the CDM3D model and a simplified version of
he large deformation approach of CompDam are implemented in the
DM in order to investigate if only accounting for large displacements
nd rotation on the element deformation would be sufficient to predict
4

ly splitting. Both implementations are briefly explained next.
2.3.1. CDM-SS: CDM approach based on small strain increments
In CDM models [32], the presence of a crack is often accounted for

by damaging the stiffness tensor, 𝐂. The damaged stiffness tensor, 𝐂𝐝,
is used to calculate the stress, 𝝈, from the current strain, 𝝐, without
explicitly modeling the crack. The total strain, 𝝐, is calculated by adding
the strain increment, 𝛥𝝐, given by Abaqus/Explicit to the total strain
from the previous step for each time increment (𝝐 = 𝝐𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 + 𝛥𝝐).

𝝈 = 𝐂𝐝 ∶ 𝝐 (2)

An alternative approach that yields the same result as using small
strain increments is based on the logarithmic strain and Cauchy stress.
The logarithmic strain tensor, 𝐄𝑙𝑜𝑔 , can be calculated from the stretch
and is defined as [40]

𝐄𝑙𝑜𝑔 = 𝐏 ⋅ 𝑙𝑛𝜦 ⋅ 𝐏𝑇 (3)

where 𝐏 and 𝜦 are, respectively, the matrices of the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of the stretch, 𝐔. The stress, 𝝈, is then calculated using
Hooke’s law and 𝐂𝐝.

In this approach, the damaged stiffness tensor follows the material
rotation in the deformed situation as the stress–strain measure is de-
rived for the current configuration and nodal positions. The CDM model
with this implementation is referred to as CDM-SS and is compared to
CDM3D in this study.

2.3.2. CDM-LD: Approach accounting for large deformation kinematics
The large deformation approach [41] is based on a Lagrangian

kinematic measure where the constitutive equations can be defined
within a orthonormal material frame. The Green–Lagrange strain, 𝐄𝐺𝐿,
is determined from the deformation gradient tensor, 𝐅:

𝐄𝐺𝐿 = 1
2
(

𝐅⊤ ⋅ 𝐅 − 𝐈
)

(4)

where 𝐈 is the identity tensor. The 2nd Piola–Kirchhoff stress, 𝐒, can be
determined from 𝐄𝐺𝐿 and 𝐂𝑑 :

𝐒 = 𝐂𝑑 ∶ 𝐄𝐺𝐿 (5)

𝐒 can be mapped to the current configuration by

𝝉 = 𝐅 ⋅ 𝐒 ⋅ 𝐅𝑇 and 𝝈 = 1
𝐽
𝝉 with 𝐽 = det(𝐅) (6)

where 𝝉 is the Kirchhoff stress. The stresses need to be rotated back to
the co-rotational basis of Abaqus through the use of a rotation matrix,
𝐑.

𝝈 = 𝐑 ⋅ 𝝈 ⋅ 𝐑𝑇 (7)
𝑎𝑏𝑞
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Fig. 4. Benchmarks at three different levels: (1) Single element simple shear; (2)
Splitting of an open-hole UD ply and (3) Open-hole tension of a composite laminate
coupon.

In this approach, the stress–strain measure used for the calculation
of damage is derived based on the reference configuration. The CDM
model with this implementation is referred to here as CDM-LD and is
compared to CompDam.

3. Numerical analysis and discussion

The different methodologies described in Section 2 are applied to
geometrically nonlinear problems involving large shear deformation,
and the effect of each methodology is analyzed in this section. The
models are evaluated at three different levels as shown in Fig. 4: (1)
Single element simple shear; (2) Splitting of an open-hole UD ply; and
(3) Open-hole tension of a composite laminate coupon. The benchmarks
are chosen so that the influence of the differences in methodology
can be highlighted at each level under loading conditions that are
representative for ply splitting. Both the single element and open-hole
UD ply benchmark are loaded in fiber direction (material axis 1) as
shown in Fig. 3.

The benchmark at the single element and UD ply level follow the
modeling approach described in Leone [25]. The high-fidelity modeling
of the open-hole coupon takes into account both inter- and intralaminar
damage, where ply-by-ply modeling is employed. The interlaminar
behavior is modeled through the general contact algorithm available
in Abaqus/Explicit [30], which accounts for the kinematics of surface
contact, cohesive separations and friction [15,16].

For some of the studies presented in this section, the influence of
linear shear (LS) versus nonlinear shear (NLS) is investigated.

3.1. Material properties

The material properties for AS4/8552 and IM7/8552 used in this
study are given in Table 1. Only the properties relevant for the bench-
marks are shown, while the full set is provided in Falcó et al. [16] and
Leone et al. [29].

3.2. Single element simple shear

An eight-node C3D8R solid single element is loaded in simple shear
as shown in Fig. 3. The size of the element is 0.1 mm in each direction
and the AS4/8552 material properties are given in Table 1. The fiber
direction is aligned with the 1-direction. The bottom 4 nodes are
constrained in all directions, while the top nodes are constrained in 2
and 3-direction. The element is loaded at the top nodes in 1-direction by
an applied displacement of 0.1 mm. The softening of the single element
is studied by summing the reaction forces in 1-direction of the top
nodes. The shear stress and strain provided by Abaqus is not reported
5

Fig. 5. Single element reaction force (RF1), simple shear loading, Abaqus build-in
Hashin material model.

here because they are provided in the rotated material direction. If the
user is not aware of this material axis rotation, the softening behavior
appears to be as expected in material direction stress/strain, however
not in terms of stress based on the reaction forces. The expected
response is linear-elastic before the onset of damage (𝑑𝑚 = 0) followed
by linear softening until the reaction force reaches zero (𝑑𝑚 = 1).

The results of the single element analysis is shown in Fig. 5. The
Abaqus built-in Hashin material model is used first. The influence of the
material axis rotation as illustrated in Fig. 3 on the reaction forces in
1-direction during a geometrically nonlinear problem (NLGEOM=YES)
is compared to the results of a linear analysis (NLGEOM=NO). Both
models show identical response during the linear-elastic part and onset
of damage is predicted at the same point. However, the softening
response shows very different results. During the softening of the
geometrically nonlinear analysis, the reaction force starts picking up
load in the 1-direction due to the rotation of the material axis and
incorrectly defined crack plane. Furthermore, the incorrectly defined
material coordinate system also results in the development of spurious
stresses. For example, the stress in fiber direction rapidly increases and
results in the onset of compressive fiber damage (𝑑𝑓 onset) at large
shear strains.

The single element model is further studied using the different
approaches and the results are compared against CDM3D and CompDam
in Fig. 6 during a geometrical nonlinear analysis (NLGEOM=YES). It is
shown that CDM3D and CDM-SS, which do not account for material
axis rotation, show the same softening response as the Hashin model
(Fig. 5) with a slight difference in the onset of fiber failure due to
the difference in failure criteria. However, the softening response of
CompDam and CDM-LD is correct. The only difference between the
models is the implementation of the softening law, which is linear in
CompDam and exponential in the other models.

The development of spurious stresses, and ultimately compressive
fiber failure (𝑑𝑓 ) at large shear strains is also predicted by the models
that do not account for material axis rotation (CDM3D and CDM-
SS). Furthermore, a compressive force increases during shear loading
as shown in Fig. 7, while the transverse force resulting from shear
damage predicted by CompDam and CDM-LD is negligible. It should be
noted that when using CDM-LD or CompDam in a geometrically linear
analysis with NLGEOM=NO, the stresses are over-rotated, which causes
a similarly incorrect load-transfer across the element.

3.3. Unidirectional single ply open-hole tension specimen

The second evaluation of CDM models in the present study concerns
their ability to predict fiber splits in a UD single ply open-hole specimen
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Table 1
Material properties of AS4/8552 [16] and IM7/8552 [29].
Property Description AS4/8552 IM7/8552 Unit

𝐸11 Young’s modulus, longitudinal tensile direction 137 100 171 420 MPa
𝐸22 Young’s modulus, transverse tensile direction 9456 9401 MPa
𝐺12 Shear modulus 4992 5290 MPa
𝜈12 Poisson ratio, 1–2 0.314 0.32 –
𝜈23 Poisson ratio, 2–3 0.487 0.52 –
𝑌𝑇 Mode I matrix strength 74.2 80.0 MPa
𝑆𝐿 Mode II matrix strength 97.53 92.3 MPa
𝑋𝑇 Fiber tensile strength 2106.4 2326.2 MPa
𝐺𝐼𝑐 Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness 0.3 0.3 kJ/m2

𝐺𝐼𝐼𝑐 Mode II interlaminar fracture toughness 0.78 0.788 kJ/m2

𝜂 Benzeggagh–Kenane coefficient 1.45 1.634 –
𝐺𝑋𝑇 Longitudinal tensile fracture toughness 125 133.3 kJ/m2
Fig. 6. Single element simple shear loading, comparing the reaction force (RF1) of the
different models during geometrical nonlinear analysis (NLGEOM=YES).

Fig. 7. Single element simple shear loading, comparing the reaction force (RF2) of the
different models during geometrical nonlinear analysis (NLGEOM=YES).

following the benchmark in Leone et al. [29]. This benchmark is chosen
because it shows how fiber splitting influences the stress-concentration
around the hole and failure mode of the UD single ply open-hole
specimen [20]. The prediction of fiber splitting is difficult because of
the large shear deformation that occurs near the hole after onset of
matrix damage as shown in Fig. 3. The UD open-hole model is shown
in Fig. 8 and is 50.8 mm long, 12.7 mm wide with a hole of 3.175 mm
in diameter. Only a single ply is modeled, meaning the thickness of
the specimen is 0.183 mm. The modeling strategy follows the approach
defined in Falcó et al. [16] with a fiber aligned mesh. The expected
failure mode of the UD open-hole specimen is a net-section fiber failure
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Fig. 8. Unidirectional single ply open-hole tension model, following dimensions
from Leone [25].

of the remaining ligaments after the stress-concentration of the hole has
been reduced by fiber splitting. The fibers are aligned with the loading
direction and a fiber-aligned structural mesh is used. The elements are
0.127 mm in the transverse direction and have an aspect ratio of 3 in
the longitudinal direction, resulting in an element length of 0.38 mm.
The element size is chosen such that they meet the requirements for
mesh regularization without experiencing snap-back behavior during
softening [16]. The IM7/8552 material properties used in this study
are given in Table 1.

The theoretical UD net-section strength of the open-hole specimen
without stress concentration is 𝑋𝑇 ⋅ (𝑊 − 𝐷) ⋅ 𝑡𝑝𝑙𝑦 = 4054 N. The pre-
diction of the load–displacement curve, during a geometrical nonlinear
(NLGEOM=YES) analysis, for both the CDM3D and CompDam model is
shown in Fig. 9. The prediction of the initial stiffness and onset of fiber
splitting (1) is very similar between the models. The CDM3D model,
which does not account for material rotation, is unable to reduce the
stress concentration at the hole. As soon as the shear deformation
within the splits becomes large enough to trigger spurious failure modes
the load–displacement curve drops (2) and the CDM3D specimen fails
(3). In contrast, the CompDam model exhibits fully developed fiber
splits from end to end (2) which greatly reduces the stress concentration
such that the central region carries no load (4). As expected, final
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Fig. 9. Load–displacement curves of the UD open-hole ply split benchmark with
comparison of difference in failure modes between CDM3D and CompDam model.

Fig. 10. Prediction of UD open-hole ply splitting, linear versus nonlinear shear using
the two different approaches. The failure modes at three points are compared in Fig. 11.

failure of the specimen (5) is governed by fiber failure in the remaining
ligaments. The colors in Fig. 9 (1), (2), (3) and (5) represent element
damage (blue = undamaged, red = fully damaged), while the colors in
(4) indicate the amount of stress carried by the ligaments related to the
UD net-section strength.

The benchmark is repeated with CDM-SS and CDM-LD to investigate
how the difference in methodology affects the prediction of fiber splits
and final failure of the UD open-hole specimen. In addition, the effect of
shear non-linearity is investigated. The load–displacement predictions
are shown in Fig. 10 and the corresponding failure modes are presented
in Fig. 11.

The initial linear-elastic response of the load–displacement curve
is identical for both models up to the onset of matrix failure and
fiber splitting. For the CDM-SS model (which does not account for
material rotation), the inclusion of nonlinear shear in the analysis slows
the development of the splits (1) and promotes the development of
spurious failure modes causing early failure of the specimen (2). For
CDM-LD, there is no significant impact of material nonlinearity on final
specimen strength (3) and ply splitting is accurately captured. During
the analysis, failure onset during shear loading is defined at 5% shear
strain, which is a typical value for thermoset composites [27]. The
introduction of nonlinear shear in the analysis showed a significant
effect on the strength prediction and failure mechanics. Therefore, it
becomes apparent that the effect of these spurious failure modes may
play an important role in the final failure modes at laminate level
and could be especially important for materials such as thermoplastic
7

composites, which allow for even higher deformations within the local
failure modes.

3.4. Open-hole tension laminate

The previous section clearly demonstrates that, to predict fiber
splitting on unidirectional plies, it is necessary to account for large
deformation kinematics. In this section, the effect of the modeling
approaches is evaluated in the case of a multi-directional laminate
typical of applications in the aerospace industry. The open-hole tension
specimen of the hard laminate presented in Falcó et al. [16] is chosen
for this study and is referred to as [50/40/10], which stands for the
percentage of 0-, ± 45- and 90-degree plies. Fiber failure is modeled
differently between the models and the (3D vs 2D) failure criteria.
Also, the shape of the cohesive law for fiber failure has a pronounced
effect on the coupon strength at laminate level, which is not part of the
current study. Therefore, only matrix damage and delamination is com-
pared between the models and no load–displacement curves are shown.
The finite element model of the open-hole tension laminate is shown in
Fig. 12 and is 38.1 mm wide, 65 mm long and has a hole with a diameter
of 6.35 mm. The laminate consists of 20 plies ([0∕45∕0∕90∕0∕-45∕0∕
45∕0∕-45]𝑠).

The modeling strategy follows the approach defined in [15,16]
and each ply consists of a fiber aligned mesh. The interlaminar be-
havior is modeled through the general contact algorithm available in
ABAQUS/Explicit [30] to solve the issues of the non-coincident fiber
aligned mesh and takes care of the kinematics of surface contact,
cohesive and frictional behavior. Interlaminar damage (delamination)
is described in terms of tractions and displacements by the cohesive
zone model. The model reduces the stiffness of the cohesive surface
thus decreasing the traction while dissipating the fracture energy cor-
responding to the specific mixed-mode opening mode. Mixed-mode in-
teraction follows the Benzeggagh–Kenane criterion [42]. The quadratic
nominal stress failure criteria is used for damage initiation and based
on the interlaminar strength values for each damage mode. The corre-
sponding material properties are given in Table 1. A value of 200,000
N/mm3 is used for the mode I penalty stiffness and the shear penalty
stiffness follows Turon’s equation [43]. Frictional effects are considered
to be ply interface angle dependent and follows the approach and
values from Lopes et al. [15] and Falcó et al. [16]. Symmetry through
the thickness is used to reduce the computational cost. The material
properties of each ply take into the account their in-situ strength. The
load is introduced into the coupon through a ‘load introduction zone’
with linear-elastic properties and a ’transition zone’ with increased
fracture toughness in order to mitigate the influence of the boundary
conditions and edge.

The prediction of the failure mode of the [50/40/10] open-hole
tension test by using the CDM approaches (1: CDM3D, 2: CDM-SS)
is shown in Fig. 13. As expected, the final failure of the open-hole
tension test is dominated by fiber failure due to the large number of
0-degree plies. Both models predict a clean net-section failure with
limited matrix damage and delaminations.

The predictions of the failure mode of the open-hole specimen by
the CompDam and CDM-LD model is shown in Fig. 14. Although final
failure of the coupon is still dominated by fiber failure, the devel-
opment of internal matrix damage, fiber splits and their interaction
with delaminations is very different compared to Fig. 13. The large
difference in predicted failure modes demonstrates that accounting for
large deformations appears to also be important at the laminate level
as ply splitting will highly influence the development of delaminations.

A closer look at the failure mode reveals similar issues as identified
by the previous described test cases. Within the matrix cracks and
ply splits there are signs of spurious failure modes, which triggers
incorrect failure of elements in their surrounding. A sign of compressive
fiber failure using the CDM3D model (1) is shown in Fig. 15, while

CDM-LD shows large shear deformation at the local scale within the
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the UD open-hole failure modes from Fig. 10: (1) initiation of ply splitting; (2) CDM-SS, LS vs NLS; (3) CDM-LD, LS vs NLS.
Fig. 12. Finite element model of the open-hole tension laminate specimen.
fully developed matrix splits (2). The presence of high shear strains
within the splits demonstrates that it is important to account for large
deformation kinetics in the constitutive model, even in the case of
thermoset materials that typically fail around 5% shear deformation.

The development of matrix cracks, ply splits and their interaction is
shown in Fig. 16. Matrix damage starts to develop near the edges of the
hole on each ply in the direction of the fiber (1). Fiber damage initiates
along the net section of the hole and delamination starts to interact
with the ply splits near the hole following the 45-degree plies (2).
The fibers near the hole become fully damaged and some elements are
removed. A strong interaction between the ply splits and delamination
is observed (3) until they reach the edges of the coupon (4). Similar
internal failure modes can be observed in the experimental results and
in the literature [22,23,44]. The failure mode of a [50/40/10] open-
hole tension laminate is shown in Fig. 17 and the directions of ply
splits are marked. The experimental data shown in Falcó et al. [16]
shows a net-section failure mode, but the coupon is not fully separated.
However, after full separation of a specimen from the same testing
campaign, it can be concluded that internal failure modes similar to
those predicted by the CompDam and CDM-LD model are present in
8

the experimental data and that ply splits and delaminations follow the
45-degree plies.

4. Conclusion

The importance of accounting for large deformation in predictions
of matrix failure of composites is demonstrated in this paper. The
constitutive behavior of two recently developed continuum damage
models is investigated. Two continuum damage model approaches
are implemented that use different stress–strain measures. The first
approach CDM-SS is based on small-strain increments and the Cauchy
stress, while the second approach CDM-LD accounts for large deforma-
tion kinematics through the use of the Green–Lagrange strain and the
2nd Piola–Kirchhoff stress. The ability of the CDM models to predict
matrix failure and ply splitting is evaluated by benchmarks at the single
element, ply and coupon level. It is found that approaches based on
small strain increments and logarithmic strains run into difficulties
during large shear deformation as spurious stresses trigger incorrect
failure modes. The incorrectly defined matrix crack orientation due to
material axis rotation may cause load transfer across matrix cracks,
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Fig. 13. Failure mode of [50/40/10] open-hole tension analysis: (1) CDM3D; (2) CDM-SS.

Fig. 14. Failure mode of [50/40/10] open-hole tension analysis: (1) CompDam; (2) CDM-LD.

Fig. 15. Detailed look at failure mode of [50/40/10] open-hole tension analysis: (1) CDM3D, compressive fiber failure within matrix splits; (2) CDM-LD, large shear deformation
(5%–50%) at the local scale within fully developed matrix splits; (3) Indication of ply splits in published experimental failure mode open-hole, adapted from Falcó et al. [16].
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Fig. 16. Development of matrix damage, ply splits and interaction with delamination using CDM-LD model: (1) initiation of damage near hole edge; (2) Start of fiber damage and
ply splits; (3) Propagation of ply splits and interaction with delamination; (4) Final failure mode.
Fig. 17. Experimental failure mode of open-hole laminate after full separation of the fully failed laminates, ply split directions marked in yellow.
where the strain and/or rotations due to softening and material nonlin-
earity may become large enough to invalidate the assumptions inherent
to small strain theory. Analysis of the open-hole laminate also confirms
a CDM approach based on small-strain increments and the Cauchy
stress is insufficient to predict correct failure mechanisms. For example,
fiber compression failure is triggered locally and limited interactions of
the fiber splits with delamination are observed. The present analysis
also shows that the inaccurate failure mechanisms are corrected by
expressing the constitutive equations based on a Lagrangian kinematic
10
measure, as implemented in the CompDam and CDM-LD models. Ac-
counting for large deformation kinematics results in the prediction
of fully developed ply splits, and allows for strong interaction with
delaminations, resulting in a significant improvement in the prediction
of the open-hole coupon internal failure mechanisms as shown by
comparison to the experimental failure mode. From the insights gained
in this study, it is recommended to base CDM models on a Lagrangian
kinematic measure to improve their ability to predict ply splitting. Fur-
thermore, the improvements in the numerical methodology may also
help to analyze the matrix-dominated failure modes of thermoplastic
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composites welded joints as it is expected that their increased toughness
and nonlinear behavior will promote larger deformations in the local
failure mechanisms.
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